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What is the origin of this *gard common to Indo-
Aryan and Dravidian ? The presence of this word in
Hgveda has led etymologists to search for an Indo-
European origin. Some connect it with the Eomance
word for " mule" admitted very late into Latin (p. Walde,
under burdo ; (if. Ernout, Elew. dial, dn vocad. latin, p.
13-2) ; Prof. Wackernagel has thought of English colt,
which primarily designates the little ones of an animal,
and particularly in the Bible and in Middle English
the young one of a camel or *n ass j agreements
which are very poor and far-fetehe.l — the ass has no
Indo-European name. The ass is an animal of Asia \ it
is rare in India except in the Western regions (cf.
Levi, BEFEQ, IV, p. 568). The Mediterranean name
of ass3 Gr. ovos etc., appears to come from Western Asia ;
khara — , which is wanting in the most ancient Sanskrit
texts, is known only in India and in Iran ; hence it
is not at all astonishing that the Vedic words gardabha
— and rasabAa — have not any corresponding Indo-
European terms, just as it is natural that Brahui has
a name, which as far as we know, belongs only to it,
(bis). The probabilities are, therefore, in favour of *gard
1 Tamil has another word puuei. pugei ; one is inclined to connect
puqu, Can. pusu, and Tel. puyu, " to smear ' '.with one another : the
Semantic relation wil" recall classical Skr. marjara (which has the same
suffix as bir-aZa) ; but we find in Munda pusl* in Tibetan pfof (beside
byila borrowed from Indo- Aryan* c/. Laufer ^Tibetan T.o.in Words 'n.
64), in Afghan piso, in Persian pusek; in the North-West of India
p«Jt, and b&si (Grierson, Pis. Lang., p. 66) in Brahui pisi. The
words are independent of each other and are results of onomato-
poeia ; the same is found in Europe, puss, etc.

